July 27th — 31st 2020

Activity of the Day!
Early Intervention team from Vision Loss Rehabilitation Canada and our partners, Blind Beginnings, PRCVI,
and BC Blind Sports will continue to provide our weekly
Activity of the Day resource. Starting this month, we’ve
changed our format to 2 weekly activities and a new app.
Anticipating that you will be spending more time outside
with your families, we hope that you have a fantastic
summer season. Once again, we are pleased to present
week#16.
During this time of social distancing, we will continue to
send out activities and a fun app to families who have a
child with vision loss. Offering adaptations and using
items and materials from around your home, we hope
that you enjoy them!
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Activity #1
Concept Development:

All About Wheels
Learning about things and making sense
about how they work or fit into an activity
can often best be done through hands-on experience with real objects in every-day settings.
This week we have identified the topic of
"wheels" as a theme to explore thru song,
(Wheels on the Bus), action, (wagon ride,
trike, bike skills…) and learning. Following
are some ideas to help build understanding
about wheels, the many different types and
applications.

The Basics:
Wheels are typically circular in-shape forming a round pattern; they come in different
sizes and widths, can be made from different
materials and have a vast number of uses or
applications.
I.e.: paddle wheeler, windmill, bike, turbine,
vehicle wheels, pinwheel, Ferris wheel

Language:
Wheels are usually round, they can turn,
spin, slip and get stuck. They may move
forwards, backwards, go round 'n 'round,
move continuously or stop and go. Wheels
may be solid or with spokes, over-inflated,
under-inflated or flat and have a thread.
Wheels maybe associated with a task
(steering wheel), an action (cartwheel or
activity (use of a wheelchair or wheelbarrow).
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Activity Ideas:
1. In Home- Identification and exploration of
wheels
I.e.: toys, stroller, pizza cutting wheel,
riding toys, salad spinner, blender,
coffee grinder, dishwasher sprayer,
washing machine and dryer drums, dials on
older style dishwashers, stove, radio, stereo
amplifier.
2. In the Yard- Identification and exploration
of wheels:
I.e.: toys, scooters, skateboards, bikes,
vehicles, water tap
3. Trip to the Hardware store or tire shop
explore and compare the numerous types of
wheels that will be encountered.
Remember to mask up, bring sanitizer and wash
hands when you get home!
4. Using toy vehicles and a piece/s of paper,
place the toy car wheels in paint, and then
roll the car across the paper making tire
tracks
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Activity #2
Developing Movement with Wheels
Introducing Wheels
Introducing movement on wheels supports the development of
balance, motor movement (push, pedal, glide), concepts of
speed and safety and fosters participation in many physical
activities and social events as your child grows.
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Inter-acting with wheeled toys and objects is great way to
help prepare children. Begin by initiating play with handheld
toys like toy cars on the floor to introduce the rolling motion
and the feel of controlled. Have them feel the wheels and the
spinning motion they make. Enhance the experience with
sound including songs (Wheels on the bus go round and
round) and motor sounds you may make verbally. Strollers
have wheels! Have your child ride in and push or pull a
stroller, buggy or cart. Help reinforce the concept of holding on and shift of weight to maintain balance on corners
and hills.

Independent riding: Four Wheels
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There are many toy cars and animal objects with four wheels
that will provide stability and ability to develop movement and
balance when riding. Begin on relatively smooth flat surfaces
that will cushion impacts and avoid slopes to start with. Encouraging holding on with two hands and use of the feet for
locomotion.
Sitting or laying down on a skateboard or a four wheeled
scooter board can be another way to introduce motion on four
wheels. The child can be towed or learn to self propel in a safe
way, avoiding steep hills or ramps. This is a good time to introduce wearing of a helmet and provide familiarization to
the setting before jumping into the activity.
Move to Two wheels
When the child is confident on four wheels it is time to move
to having them ride a two-wheel bike or scooter. Try a bike
with no pedals where they can balance and propel themselves
forward using their feet and hands together. Introduce the
parts of the bike including the hand grips. As needed, assist
with balance by holding the trike or scooter steady. Shoes on
and a helmet for safety.
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Activity #2
Developing Movement with Wheels...cont’d
Trikes to Bikes with Pedals
When advancing to trikes and bikes with pedals make sure to have your child feel the pedals and the motion they make. Training
wheels and a rear push bar can increase balance and help in learning the pedal movement
while making forward progress. The bar can
also be used for quick stops or slowing of
speed if needed. An elastic band or Velcro
strap may help in keeping the feet on the pedals.
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Child seats on a bike with an adult are a great
start for the young to experience the motion.
As the child grows, using a trail-a-bike is a
good way to teach pedaling, biking confidence
and travel to new settings. Again, your child
will need some level of strength to maintain
balance and to hold on to the handle bars and
pedals.
There many other ways to introduce wheeled
motion. Wear helmets and safety equipment
such as knee pads and wrist guards. Provide
some orientation to the area prior to having
the child ride independently. Riding and wheeling together is a great family activity and in
the future it will provide activities that your
child can do with their peers!
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App of the Week
Wheels on the Bus
Cause and Effect
Interactive Story
Listening and Looking
Repetition, song and actions

Available for Apple and Android
devices.
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Wheels on the Bus is an interactive book that features the classic song with written and spoken
words and an action orientated video display. The
App includes many opportunities for children to
interact by tapping and sliding different places on
the screen with a variety of feedback.
Wheels on the Bus features:
•

A separate page for each movement or action
associated with the Wheels on the Bus songstoryline.

•

Varied cause and effect feedback on each page
to promote look and touch using finger movements and motions.

•

Options to alter language settings and type of
music in the background.
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